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Total Ionospheric Electron Content Calibration
Using SERIES GPS Satellite Data
G. Lanyi
Tracking System andApplications Section
This article describes the current status of the Deep Space Network advanced systems
research into ionospheric calibration techniques, based on Global Positioning System
(GPS) data. A GPS-based calibration system is planned to replace the currently used
Faraday rotation method by 1989. The SERIES receiver system used in this research
determines the differential group delay of signals transmitted at two different carrier
frequencies. This differential delay includes an ionospheric component and a GPS trans-
mitter offset. The transmitter offsets are different for each GPS satellite. Tests have been
conducted to assess the effect of the offsets on the ionospheric calibration accuracy.
From the obtained data, the total electron content and GPS transmitter offsets are
calculated by a least-squares estimation method employing a local model of total iono-
spheric electron content. The end product is an estimation of the total ionospheric
content for an arbitrary line-of-sight direction. For the presented polynomial fitting
technique, the systematic error due to mismodeling is estimated to be _6 X 1016 el/m 2,
while the formal error is _2 X 1016 el/m 2. The final goal is an error of 3 X 1016 el/m 2
(_0. 7 ns at 2.3 GHz ).
I. Introduction
Electromagnetic waves traversing the Earth's ionosphere
are delayed due to refractive properties of the ionosphere.
For precise deep-space navigation, the calibration of the iono-
spheric delay is a required procedure. Also, certain radio:
science experiments on space missions rely on precise calibra-
tion of the terrestrial total ionospheric electron content.
The Deep Space Network (DSN) monitors the ionospheric
total electron content (TEC) by a Faraday rotation technique
utilizing polarization of radio signals transmitted by quasi-
geostationary satellites (Ref. 1). The Faraday receivers are in
the proximity of the DSN antennas. The line-of-sight TEC in
the direction of a space probe to be calibrated is estimated
from Faraday measurements by the program DIEN/TIEN
described in Ref. 2. In the present DSN configuration, this
algorithm estimates with an error of _10%, in the worst case,
resulting in an error of 30 × 1016 el/m 2. Due to the declining
number of Faraday satellites and increasing precision require-
ments for ionospheric calibration, the DSN plans to implement
a Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)-based ionospheric calibra-
tion system (Ref. 3). The planned receiver network will also
perform precise clock synchronization between the DSN sta-
tions. The following is a description of the GPS-based iono-
spheric calibration technique under consideration.
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JPresently, ionospheric delay data are obtained by the
proof-of-concept SERIES and SERIES-X receivers developed
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Refs. 4, 5, and 6). 1 Here
we report results obtained from SERIES data only, and
SERIES-X data will be analyzed in the future. The ionospheric
delays are obtained by measuring the differential arrival times
of the P-code signals at L1 and L2 frequencies (Fig. 1). With
the current GPS configuration, the SERIES receiver scans 5
satellites in a sequential manner, obtaining one 2-s observation
per minute, for a total of _300 observations in a 5-h observ-
ing session. The GPS observations cover only certain regions of
the sky and the line of sight of a space probe to be calibrated
might not overlap with the GPS observations. Therefore, in
order to be able to estimate the total electron content at an
arbitrary line-of-sight direction from the SERIES data, specific
assumptions have to be made about the behavior of the iono-
sphere. We assume that the electron content is time indepen-
dent for the duration of the observation session in a geocen-
tric solar reference frame oriented along the Earth-Sun axis.
This is to say that the electron distribution produced by
ionization due to solar radiation (Ref. 7) is assumed to be in
equilibrium and we deal with only the static part of electron
density redistributed by the Earth's magnetic field. We then
approximate the electron content by a second-order poly-
nomial in the Earth-centered solar spherical coordinates for a
given observation session. In other words, the functional form
of the total ionospheric content is assumed to be a static
paraboloid in coordinates of geocentric solar latitude and
longitude where the origin of the coordinate system corre-
sponds approximately to the middle of the observing session.
The ionospheric region corresponding to an observing session
spans _15 deg in latitude and _90 deg in longitude. The
electron content parameters and GPS satellite offsets (see the
description of transmitter errors in Appendix A) are deter-
mined by least-squares estimation. The separation of GPS
transmitter offsets from effects due to ionosphere is facilitated
by the dependence of ionospheric path delay on the elevation
angle of observations.
The electron content, however, is only approximately
time-independent in the chosen geocentric solar reference
frame. Time-dependent effects are not modeled at present,
though semiempirical estimation of some of these effects may
be possible. In order to avoid possible confusion, we should
note here that the typical diurnal variation observed in the
terrestrial reference frame (Fig. 2) is due primarily to the
fact that the observer looks at different points on the static
ionospheric shell as the Earth rotates. On the other hand, the
1See also Crow, R. B., Bletzacker, F. R., Najarian, R. J., Purcell, Jr.,
G. H., Statman, J. I., and Thomas, J. B., SERIES-X Final Engineering
Report, JPL D-1476 (JPL internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, Calif., 1984.
time-variation effect in the solar reference frame is a correc-
tion to the static approximation of the ionosphere.
Ionospheric fluctuations due to inhomogeneities result in
high-frequency temporal and spatial variations and the model-
ing of this effect could prove to be formidable. Consequently,
with the current technique, the formal error of ionospheric
estimation is always larger than the root-mean-square (rms)
scatter of ionospheric fluctuations, unless the angular separa-
tion between the direction of prediction and observation is
very small.
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the static-model
calibration algorithm, we display the errors due to all sources
in a bar chart in Fig. 3. The first bar on the left represents the
effect of uncertainties in the estimation of GPS transmitter
offsets, and the next bar is primarily the sum of receiver
calibration error and multipath effects. The third bar estimates
the effect of ionospheric fluctuations and the following bar
represents the ionospheric mapping errors. The last bar gives a
summary of the line-of-sight ionospheric calibration error.
The experimental formal error of 1.5 × 1016 el/m 2 corre-
sponds approximately to the rss of the transmitter and receiver
errors and inhomogeneities; the modeling error is largel_¢ sys-
tematic in nature. The presented error budget assumes pro-
perly calibrated receivers and the GPS transmitter offset
estimation. A more detailed description of these error sources
is given in Appendix A.
In the following sections we will give a brief description of
the estimation technique and experimental results. Section II
will discuss the modeling and estimation techniques, and in
Section III the results of this estilrlation will be presented, hi
Section IV, in addition to the Summary of results, the possible
improvements and additions will be discussed.
Finally, we should point out that while we are estimating
total electron content, the instrument measures the difference
in P-code group delays of transmission at L1 = 1.57542 GHz
and L2 = 1.2276 GHz frequencies. Both of these quantities,
TEC and differential delays, will be referenced in the text and
figures. The physically measured delay will be in the units of
nanoseconds (ns) and the TEC will have the units of electrons/
meter 2 (el/m 2). The conversion between these units is 1 ns =
2.8 × 1016 el/m 2.
II. Modeling and Statistical Estimation
Prediction of the ionospheric electron content along an
arbitrary line of sight is difficult due to the complexity of
underlying physical phenomena. Therefore, most prediction
techniquesaresemiempiricalin nature;semiempiricaliono-
sphericelectroncontentparametersaredeterminedby the
useof a largenumberof globalionosphericsoundingdata
supplementedby theusersowndata.Therearesuchcom-
puterprogramsin thepublicdomain,e.g.,theBentprogram
(Ref.8)andtheInternationalReferenceIonosphereprogram
(Ref.9), Therehavealsobeenattemptsto characterizethe
globalTECbehaviorby a relativelysimplesemiempirical
functionfit tothemeanofglobalionosphericdata,suchasthe
workof Wu.2A comparisonbetweenionosphericdelaydata
obtainedby dual-band(2.30and8.42GHz)VeryLong
BaselineInterferometry(VLBI) dataandFaradayrotation
datamappedbytheWumethodwasgiveninRef.10.
In theplannedDSNconfiguration,GPSreceiverswould
takedatacontinuouslyintheproximityofeachDSNantenna.
Fromtheobtainedionosphericdata,whichcoversonlycer-
tainportionsof thesky,thetotalionosphericelectroncontent
in thedirectionof aspaceprobeisthendetermined.Thusfor
theDSN,ionosphericmodelsneedonlybelocalincontrastto
globalpredictionmethods.Whenthe angularseparation
betweentheobservedandpredictedirectionisverysmall,
(<1deg),thennoionosphericmappingisnecessary,onlythe
GPStransmitteroffsetshavetoberemoved.
Ourknowledgeabouthevalueandthestabilityof GPS
transmitteroffsets is very cursory. GPS handbooks (Ref. 11)
quote only a 1-o level of 1 to 1.5 ns for these offsets. We have
some secondary information about the prelaunch values
(private communication by J.A. Klobuchar, February 1985),
and these values we designate as "semiofficial prelaunch"
values. Due to the lack of proper information, we chose to
estimate these offsets from the data itself (therefore the tasks
1, 4, and 5 described at the end of this section are not separ-
able; they are included in a single least-squares estimation
procedure).
In the following we proceed to describe the model used in
our estimation procedure. We define the "ionospheric shell"
as the collection of maxima of ionospheric electron density
profiles over the globe; we assume this to be a sphere, and
we use currently h = 350 km for its height above the mean
sea level (Figs. 4 and 5). The longitudes and latitudes of
the observation site and the ray-path intersect point on the
ionospheric shell coincides only when the observation is made
at zenith. Otherwise the terrestrial longitude and latitude of
the intersect position, _' and 0', are given by the following
geometric transformation formulas
2Wu, S.C., "Ionospheric Calibration for SEASAT Altimeter," Engi-
neering Memorandum 315-34, 1977. Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California (JPL internal document).
sin0' =sinOcosot+cosOcosAsina (1)
sin (_b' - _b) = sin a sin A / cos 0' (2)
where the differential angle a between the observation and
intersect position is determined by
cos(a+E) = cosE/(1 +(h/R)) (3)
and where 0 and _ are the latitude and longitude of the obser-
vation site, A and E are the azimuth and elevation angle of
the line-of-sight direction, and R is the mean radius of Earth.
After the transformation from unprimed to primed quantities,
the longitude q7 is then transformed into the solar reference
frame, _'_ (asheU, where the Earth-Sun axis corresponds to
0 deg longitude on the shell.
The total electron content is modeled for vertical directions
on the shell, then we map the vertical to the line-of-sight total
electron content by a mapping function M(E). At our current
accuracy requirement for the mapping function, it is sufficient
to use the simple geometric slant ratio at the shell height h:
M(E) = [1 -(cosE/(1 +h/R))2] -U2 (4)
For the least-squares estimation of ionospheric content,
currently we use a second-order polynomial in Sun-referenced
and Earth-centered spherical coordinates. These coordinates
are the above-mentioned shell latitude Osheu and longitude
(_sheUbeing offset by a reference latitude and longitude corre-
sponding to the middle of the observing session, so that both
coordinates are zero at the reference point (see Fig. 5). These
coordinates are designated as 0 and _ and through Eqs. (1)
through (3) they have an implicit dependence on E and A.
The delays r(E) then are modeled by the following expression:
r.(E) = o i +M(E) (el + c2_ + c30 + c'4_2+ c5_ _ + c602)
(5)
where o. is the sum of the offsets of ith GPS satellite and the
l
receiver, and the polynomial in brackets represents the total
vertical electron content. A least-squares fit applied for all
observations can estimate the offsets and the six polynomial
coefficients, c1 through %.
Having the polynomial coefficient determined, we can now
estimate TEC to an arbitrary line-of-sight direction. First, the
intersect position on the ionospheric shell is determined by
using Eqs. (1) through (3). Then, transforming the intersect
position into _ and 0 and substituting these values and E into
Eq. (5) with zero offset values, we obtain the predicted line-of-
sight content. In summary, the local model consists of the
following components:
(1) Removingof GPStransmitteroffsetsfromthemea-
suredelays.
(2) Determiningtheeffectiveintersectpositionof theray
pathof GPSsignalswith the ionosphericshellin
terrestrialcoordinates.
(3) Transformingtheseterrestrialcoordinatesinto the
geocentricsolareferenceframe.
(4) Mappingtheline-of-sightdelaysto thelocalverticalat
theintersectpointontheshell.
(5) Estimationof thetotal ionosphericverticalcontent
overthe wholeskycorrespondingto a reasonable
observationperiod;it shouldbelongenoughtocontain
a sufficientnumberof observationsbutshortenough
for describingtheionosphericcontentby a local
model.Our experienceindicatesthat a periodof
4to 6hissufficient.
(6) Determiningtheeffectiveintersectpositionof theray
pathin thepredictedirectionwiththeionospheric
shellin terrestrialcoordinates.
(7) Transformingtheseterrestrialcoordinatesof theinter-
sectpointintothegeocentricsolareferenceframe.
(8) Mappingtheestimatedionosphericverticalcontentat
thatshellpositiontotheline-of-sightprediction.
In thenextsectionwewillpresentthecurrentlyavailable
resultsoftheestimationtechniquedescribedinthissection.
III. Results
Present results are based upon the reduction of ionospheric
data obtained from two SERIES experiments carried out by
L.E. Young and the SERIES team. The first experiment in-
cludes 14 days of nighttime data at various California locations
(with the exception of one observing session at Harvard, Texas)
between 15 January and 2 February of 1984 (Ref. 12). The
data were taken by two receivers simultaneously with station
separations ranging from 13 to 1300 km. In these observa-
tions, the receiver calibrators were not used. The L1 and L2
P-code signals are delayed relative to each other in the SERIES
receiver, resulting, in these experiments, in an uncalibrated
variable receiver offset with a mean value of _25 ns
(_70 X 1016 et/m2). This offset is large compared to the
nighttime ionospheric content of _4 X 1016 el/m2; thus this
experiment provided a good testing ground for the offset
estimation technique.
Tile second experiment includes 4 days of daytime data
taken during 27 to 31 August 1984. One receiver was stationed
at DSS 12, Goldstone, Calitbrnia, and the other at the National
Bureau of Standards at Boulder, Colorado. Thus the two
receivers were separated by about 1000 km. Both receivers
were properly calibrated.
The average postfit rms scatter of all measurements is
_0.5 ns (1.5 × 1016 el/m2). The average formal error for TEC
is also _0.5 ns, while the formal error for GPS transmitter
offsets is _0.2 ns. However, due to modeling errors, our
current estimation algorithm can result in incorrect iono-
spheric content values and thus the actual error is bigger than
the formal ones. Estimation of TEC of the same daytime
reference region on the ionospheric shell by two receivers
separated by _1000 km indicates an average line-of-sight
discrepancy of 2 ns. Thus, we place the magnitude of current
systematic errors at the 2-ns level. This value corresponds to
6 X 1016 el/m 2 in TEC units.
At nighttime the mean ionospheric content is spatially
nearly homogeneous and small in value; thus modeling errors
are less important and the systematic ionospheric mapping
errors are smaller. Consequently, the total (receiver-plus-
transmitter) offsets determined at night contain also smaller
systematic errors. A comparison between the SERIES night-
time and the corresponding Goldstone Faraday data (Fig. 6)
exhibits an rms difference of _0.5 ns (1.5 X 1016 el/m2).
Since in these data the sum of transmitter and variable
receiver (of the order of 25 ns) offsets were estimatedl the
agreement with the Faraday measurements is a good indication
of small systematic errors in the nighttime estimation. At the
same time this comparison gives an indication of the absence
of cycle ambiguities in the Faraday data itself. Another
comparison was given earlier in Ref. 6. In that study the trans-
mitter offsets were not estimated nor known, and the Faraday
TEC data were mapped to the SERIES TEC data by the Bent
algorithm, giving a typical vertical content difference of
_5 X 1016 el/m 2 for an assumed separation of 2 h from the
closest approach at midmorning. This value is somewhat
larger than our current systematic daytime error of _3 X 1016
el/m 2 for the vertical electron content (6 × 1016 el/m 2 typical
line-of-sight prediction error).
A representative result of the statistical fitting procedure is
shown in Fig. 7. The symbols correspond to measured delays
obtained from the P-code signals of GPS satellites identified
by their Space Vehicle (SV) numbers. The solid lines are
the result of the fit. In Fig. 8 the intersect trajectories of
the lines of sight of observations with the ionospheric shell
are shown. The numeric labels represent the elevation angle
of observations.
The estimated GPS transmitter offsets are shown in Figs. 9
and 10. Figure 9 represents the nighttime solution including
thelargevariablereceiveroffsets,whileFig.10representsthe
daytimesolutionwithacalibratedreceiver.Thedifferenced
offsetsbetweensatellitesdo only weaklydependon the
modelandareindependentof thereceiveroffsets.Onecan
observefrom theseplotsthat differencedoffsetsbetween
satelliteshavelittle scatterevenwhenthedayandnighttime
observationsarecompared.Notingthatthedayandnighttime
observationsare7monthsapart,ourpreliminaryconclusionis
thattheGPStransmitteroffsetsarerelativelystable.
Whilethesemiofficialprelaunchoffsetsagreein signand
orderof magnitudewithourresults,thevaluesaredifferent
ascanbeseeninFig.10.Sincewedonothaveatpresentwell-
calibratednighttimedataavailable,wecannotdirectlycom-
pareouroffsetvalueswiththesemiofficialprelaunchvalues.
Ascanbeseenonthedaytimeplot,theoffsetscanjumpfrom
dayto day,presumablydueto systematicmodelingerrors.
However,ourmeasureddifferencedoffsetsbetweensatellites
aredirectlycomparableto thedifferencedsemiofficialpre-
launchvaluesbetweensatellitesandtheydisagreeinvalue(see
Fig.10).If, forexample,wecomparethedifferencedoffsets
forthesatellitepairSV9andSV11,thediscrepancyisalmost
5ns.
IV. Discussion
Our results imply that the GPS P-code L_I-L2 transmitter
offsets can be determined by a least-squares estimation tech-
nique from the SERIES ionospheric data itself. At nighttime
we can determine these offsets with a formal error of 0.2 ns.
We can also estimate the line-of-sight total ionospheric elec-
tron content with a systematic error of 0.7 ns (2 X 1016
el/m 2) for nighttime and 2 ns (6 X 1016 el/m 2) for daytime.
We plan to improve at least the static part of the mapping
algorithm by using a more complex functional form for the
ionospheric content and include the Bent program into our
software and do further comparisons. We plan to analyze
SERIES-X ionospheric delay data using differenced dual-band
P-code and connected carrier-phase measurements. Recent
phase-connected carrier delay data obtained by R. Neilan
indicate the possibility of a sizable reduction of multipath
errors. Such improvement would be very important, since
omnidirectional antennas are planned to be used in the GPS-
based calibration network. We should also point out that by
using several GPS receivers, global ionospheric total electron
content prediction, by mapping techniques similar to the one
presented in this article, may become possible.
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Appendix A
Instrumental Error Sources
1. Transmitter errors.
(a) Multipath of radio signals by the satellite structure.
The magnitude is unknown at present.
(b) There is a time offset between the transmitted P-code
signals at L1 and L2 frequencies. The value of this off-
set is different for each satellite. There are some semi-
official prelaunch values for these offsets, though the
official documentation quotes only an error estimate
ofl.5 ns(_5 X 1016 el/m2) at 1 o.
2. Receiver errors.
(a) System noise. This is a negligible effect compared to
the other listed errors, its value is _0.04 ns.
(b)
(c)
(d)
Temporal instabilities in the instrument. The effect is
"0.1 ns.
Multipath of radio signals by ground objects; the multi-
path's estimated value is _0.3 ns. We should note here
that the SERIES receiver employs a directional antenna
which should significantly reduce multipath relative to
the omnidirectional antenna used by SERIES-X.
GPS satellite interference in the receiver. This effect is
peculiar to the SERIES receiver, and occurs when more
than one satellite appears in the beam pattern of the
antenna. This error can be as high as 2 r_s in magnitude.
The observations corresponding to this effect were
deleted from analysis.
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